
Vision discussion at informal Synod meeting 20 June 2020. 
 

Reaction to Bishop Libby. 
“+L gets better each time she shares what is on her heart” 
“ I could hear the passion in Bishop Libby’s voice” 
“Amen! and thank you for speaking from your heart! So touching and real. Thy Kingdom Come! Amen!” 
 
There were over a dozen similar responses to +Libby’s ‘speaking from the heart’ section in 
the comments and I have received further feedback since then.  This mirrors the experience 
of, and feedback from, the Consultation Group.   
 

Specific words, phrases and themes 
No. of mentions: 
  Change 1 

Derbyshire 1 
generously fruitful 1 
Good News 1 
Grace 1 
grow healthily  1 
Lord’s Prayer 1 
We will be recognised 1 
Abundant grace 2 
Encouraged / Being encouraged 2 
Faithfulness 2 
flourishing congregations 2 
Salvation 2 
Sustainable/sustainably 3 
Discipleship / Confident disciples 3  
Community / Communities transformed (for good) 5 
Deeply rooted 6  
Courage / courageously 8 
Justice 11 
Proclaim(ing) afresh 12 
Love / loving / beyond measure / without restraint 19 
Hope / hopefulness / people of hope 20 
 
 

(a) ‘Justice’ was usually paired in an answer with ‘Hope’ – sometimes as a single phrase, 
sometimes as two separate constructs. 

(b) There are a number of additional comments acknowledging that ‘proclaim / 
proclaiming / proclaiming afresh’ resonate from the Ordinal so may not work with a 
wider audience 

(c) There are a range of variants around ‘love / loved, loving’ but the real impact seems to 
have been around the ‘beyond measure’, ‘without restraint’ formulation. 

 

General impact 
1. Brevity is favoured (‘too wordy’ is a frequent comment)  

(Interestingly, when looking at overall choices, a couple of people preferred the content V#3 but 
voted for V#2 because it was shorter!) 
 



2. Accessibility and readability for a non-church audience is raised both in terms of 
general impact and also a few specific phrases eg ‘Kingdom’ 
 

3. Hope and Justice are noted as being ideas that have general relevance in the wider 
world, particularly at the moment.   

 

Favoured version – poll results 
Version 1 – (13)  24% 
Version 2 – (15)  27% 
Version 3 – (27)  49% 

 
If we highlight the dominant themes that come back at the level of words and phrases, then 
it’s no surprise that V#3 was favourite, and it also starts to show how closely aligned both 
V#3 and V#2 are.  The gap between these two and the first iteration becomes even wider if 
we pay attention to the warning that ‘proclaiming afresh’ may appeal only to a particular 
audience. 
 

 
 


